
Old Gumshoes never die   

What are crime readers to do when their favorite mystery writer passes from these mean streets to the 

great beyond?  Many will crave more encounters with favorite characters, even though they  figments of 

an author’s imagination.  These days, we are seeing a number of characters revived after their creator’s  

death.  Should the dead stay buried, or is there still literary life to be found?   

One such revival is Jesse Stone, the North Shore cop created by the late Robert B. Parker, who cases are  

now  handled by Reed Farrell Coleman. The taciturn Stone was dogged by romantic woes and drink, but 

despite his vulnerabilities, was a tough cop.  After Parker’s death, the Stone character was taken over by 

Michael Brandeman, who had directed a TV miniseries featuring Tom Selleck as Stone.  Brandeman 

wrote three new Stone stories to mixed reviews. Coleman, winner of several Shamus awards, brings 

strong credentials as a mystery writer to the series.  One reviewer enthuses that   “I had high hopes for 

what a writer of Coleman’s skill would bring to the series, and those hopes have not just been met, they 

have been exceeded.”    

Two new Coleman/Stone stories, “Blind Spot” and “The Devil Wins”, are now available at the Nichols 

Library. In “Blind Spot (2014)”, a reunion with the Triple-A team ball club Stone once played for goes bad 

when a young woman is found murdered and her boyfriend is missing.  Crimespree Magazine called 

“Blind Spot” a “fast-paced and exciting”  mystery.   In “The Devils Wins“(2015), Stone discovers the 

bodies of two 16-year-olds who had vanished about 25 years earlier.     Said Booklist, this “suspenseful, 

sometimes melancholy”,  case “will please fans craving more of Parker’s characters.”  Meanwhile, Ace 

Atkins, another established crime writer, is cranking out new stories featuring Spenser, Parker’s 

signature character. In” Kickback” (2015), a teenager  is arrested and charged with terrorism after 

setting up a fake Twitter account for his high school vice principal. “Kickback” is “classic Spenser - wry 

wit, tasty food, hard workouts and lethal confrontations.”  

Three other recent recreations are also worth a look. Sophie Hannah’s “The Monogram Murders 

(2014)”, which revived Agatha Christie’s iconic Hercule Poirot, has “enough twists, turns, revelations and 

suspects” for a “most satisfying red-herring stew (Washington Post)”.   Anthony Hurwitz (“Foyle’s War”), 

has created two authorized Sherlock Holmes stories, “House of Silk” and Moriarity”, tales which “should 

silence the objections of even the most persnickety Sherlock scholar (NPR)."   And Benjamin Black’s “The 

Black-Eyed Blonde” (2014), breathes life into PI Philip Marlowe. Black, pseudonym of John Banville, has 

crafted a new tale about a dame brimming with secrets and lies.   

These are all worthy reads, but perhaps the greater tribute is a character like Parker’s Spenser, who was     

who was a conscious throwback to  Raymond Chandler’s  Marlowe, but emerged with a sensitivity born 

of the age of feminism and civil rights. A bruiser in body but a softie at heart, he can best be seen at 

work in stories like “Mortal Stakes”, “Looking for Rachael Wallace”, “Early Autumn” and “Taming a Sea 

Horse.”  

Meanwhile, here are several new mysteries featuring both writers and characters that are alive and 

well. In  Margaret Coel’s “The Man who Fell from the Sky“, an anonymous caller claims to be a witness 

to a murder of a man seeking Butch Cassidy’s hidden stash.   Coel “smoothly blends Cassidy lore with a 



moving tale of complex relationships (Publishers Weekly).”  In J. A. Jance’s “Dance of the Bones“, Sheriff 

Brandon Walker re-opens a murder case when he comes to believe that an innocent man was put away.  

He gets an assist from J. P. Beaumont, a Seattle homicide cop. “Jance satisfies fans of both series with an 

energetic plot resplendent with believable twists.” In  ‘Corridors of the Night” by Anne Perry, nurse 

Hester Monk and her husband, William of the Thames River Police, contend  with two obsessed 

scientists who in the name of healing have turned to homicide. A “marvel of plot construction, the Times 

found “Corridors” an “exceptional” story.  Then there is James Patterson’s latest thriller “The Murder 

House”, which appears to have borrowed its plot and even its cover design from Lincoln Child’s “The 

Forgotten Room.”  


